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2022 Winter Regatta

Scoring Inquiry

Inquiry No: 19
Course: Blue fleet open
Race No: 2
Posted Score: Dnc
Protest Party: 420 - Blue - 1 - Cesare Guglielmati

Scoring Inquiry:
Dear CDR and Jury, 
I am writing because I am scored DNC in the race number two, blue fleet (open 420). 
I have two videos that show my position on the arrive line.
I crossed the line close to the mark.
From the videos it is possible to see that I am crossing the line in front of ITA 56450, scored 12 (he crossed the line close to the
mark) . Than it's possible to see that I cross the line in the meantime of ITA 57361 scored 11 (he crossed the line close to the
arrive boat). 
I crossed the line few second after FRA 56879 and ITA 57363, scored 9 and 8 (they were close to the arrive boat). 
Attached you can find the video and some pictures. 
I am available to show the video, I don't know if the resolution is enough good after the transfer. 
Thanks for your time 
Best regards 
Cesare Guglielmati
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Response By Anna Marotta Printed At 10 Apr 03:25
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Witnesses:
In the video I see that a rib with the flag assistente is close to the mark, sighting the finish line, making a video and writing
numbers. So I think that he could be a good witness. Olso his video could demonstrate my position on the finish line.

Response Title:
Corrected Score: 14
approvato, inserito posizione 14
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